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(MBTI® Type)  Keywords 

 
(Si)    ISTJ: practical, sensible, realistic, systematic, logical, analytical, detached, reasonable 

ISFJ: practical, realistic, concrete, specific, cooperative, thoughtful, kind, sensitive 

(Se)   ESTP: observant, practical, realistic, active, immediate experiences, analytical, straightforward, assertive 

ESFP: observant, practical, realistic, specific, immediate experiences, generous, warm, sympathetic, persuasive 

(Ni)   INFJ: insightful, creative, visionary, conceptual, symbolic, sensitive, compassionate, empathetic, committed to values 

INTJ: insightful, creative, conceptual, long-range thinkers, clear, concise, rational, detached, objectively critical 

(Ne)   ENFP: curious, creative, imaginative, energetic, enthusiastic, spontaneous, warm, friendly, supportive, caring 

ENTP: creative, imaginative, clever, theoretical, conceptual, curious, analytical, logical, rational, objective, assertive 

(Ti) ISTP: detached, objectively critical, analytical, logical problem-solving, practical, realistic, factual, pragmatic 

INTP: logical, analytical, objectively critical, detached, contemplative, insightful, ingenious, curious, theoretical 

(Te) ESTJ: logical, analytical, objectively critical, decisive, clear, assertive, practical, realistic, systematic, pragmatic 

ENTJ: analytical, logical, objectively critical, decisive, clear, assertive, conceptual, global thinker, innovative, planners  

(Fi)    ISFP: trusting, kind, considerate, sensitive, gentle, observant, realistic, practical, concrete, factual 

  INFP: sensitive, concerned, caring, idealistic, loyal to their ideas, curious, creative, long-range vision 

(Fe)  ESFJ: warm, sympathetic, helpful, personable, cooperative, tactful, practical, realistic, decisive, thorough, consistent 

ENFJ: warm, compassionate, supportive, loyal, trustworthy, imaginative, creative, variety and new challenges 

 

(PMAI® Archetypes) as Characters 

 
Caregiver: Kind and nurturing, able to see the good in others and develop it 

Creator: An innovative creative person who follows their muse and expresses originality 

Idealist: A person of faith and trust in the goodness of life and can carry it through darkness 

Jester: The Wise Fool who uses humor to bring levity and pleasure to the painful realities of life 

Lover: One who knows love and lives fully intimate with life and others with passion and gusto 

Magician: Shaman and alchemist who knows the secrets and power of what is hidden and how to use it 

Realist: A sensible, likable, humble Everyman who has earned common sense through hardship and is loyal to their tribe 

Revolutionary: A Liberator of the people who is unafraid to challenge the status quo and eliminate what does not work 

Ruler: A beneficent authority who creates order and rules with magnanimity and wisdom as a humble servant 

Sage: A trusted intellectual who guides others with knowledge, data, logic, and wisdom 

Seeker: An adventurer who explores the inner and/or outer worlds with enthusiasm, freedom, and authenticity 

Warrior: A Champion who courageously confronts threats to the principles that hold a people, community, or society together 
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